How The Kits Are Made
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Starting Materials
The starting material for different kits has varied, so there isn't a simple answer to this except
to say we always use the best we can at the time regardless of cost to us.
A lot of the chemicals, additives, biochemicals etc come from actual substances bought
through a big laboratory supplier - sometimes the starting material has cost us as much as GB
Pounds 400 /USD 600 for a small starting sample!
Some stuff comes from microscope slides e.g. many of the parasites. All of the
pathology/histology slides come from human tissue microscope slides, many bought from a
retired pathologist in the USA.
Some of the early kits (e.g. the metals) come from RAE cards. Occasionally we use highquality research standard digital microscopy images, and very occasionally we use rates
developed by Bruce Copen, one of the most respected figures in this field.
Sometimes we use homeopathic potencies as the starter - this is particularly true with some of
the more lethal bacteria and viruses - obtained from very reputable suppliers.
The Copying Machine
We use three machines: two are from the Bruce Copen Laboratories - one of the foremost
researchers in this field over many years - and the other, which we only use rarely, is from
Metabolics. These machines are able to copy the energy pattern from one substance into a
blank medium.
The Vials
The glass vials come from a reputable German supplier and are produced by consistently
using a Quality Assurance System according to DIN EN ISO 9001:2000.
The Carrier Medium
The water is specially filtered for us by a company that really knows about purifying water
and also about energy considerations. They use a unique process that really enhances the
water’s ability to hold energy patterns clearly. The bottles are then filled with this water for us
by another firm who strips down the machine and replaces the rubber hoses before they do
this.
As you can see, we are really taking the maximum care to ensure the crucial fundamental
integrity of the vials and the kits we produce.
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